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Abstract—Recommender systems play a vital role in e-

commerce by presenting personalized product suggestions, 

reducing habituation and leading to transactions in an 

environment with limited human touch. Data used for learning 

how to select optimal recommendation content, including mouse 

tracking data, are often imprecise in nature. In this paper, we 

present a fuzzy approach to model purchase intent based on 

tracking user interaction with a browser via mouse and 

keyboard. It appreciates data uncertainty and provides insights 

into e-commerce customer behavior and the development of 

shops online. The developed fuzzy rule-based systems had a 

good accuracy and low interpretability, and results show that to 

generalize possible purchase intent with fuzzy rules, it is good to 

begin with looking at such behavioral features as distance of 

mouse movement, distance of vertical page scrolling, number of 

mouse clicks and time of user activity on website in relation to 

page content length. In future work, we intend to look at more 

features reflecting product parameters and transactions to 

enhance the modeling results on a larger scale.  

Keywords— recommender system, human-computer 

interaction, mouse tracking, e-commerce, artificial intelligence, 

fuzzy systems 

I. INTRODUCTION  

The question that many companies face is how to build a 
successful e-store. Online shop content presentation plays an 
important role in the success of any e-commerce enterprise. 
Being able to emphasize the recommendations of the right 
products, in which a user may be interested, could improve 
customer satisfaction and sales. Bringing more intelligence to 
e-commerce sites by identifying product interest and rules 
governing purchase intent may help act proactively and 
provide a user with personalized product content. In this paper 
we aim to provide e-commerce owners with the first steps 
towards getting appropriate insights regarding product 
recommendations for customers using fuzzy approach.  

Recommender systems are used in a number of areas such 
as feeds in social media platforms, content in video playlists, 
and products in e-commerce. They suggest certain items 
according to user behavior and preferences in order to help 
them discover relevant objects with the potential to meet their 
needs [1]. In online stores, recommenders may be considered 
as the solutions stepping in for salespeople and providing the 

personal touch through offering a more personalized online 
shopping experience. E-customers are often overwhelmed in 
making the right selection. Identifying products according to 
the customer purchase intent is important in providing 
relevant recommendations that may alleviate that overwhelm 
and reduce habituation. User demographic, behavior and 
transactional data allow to build user models and profiles 
which reflect preferences and needs, and an important data 
stream comes from interactions with websites observed with 
techniques such as events tracking or eye tracking [2-9]. 

Recommender systems are usually based on collaborative 
or content-based filtering [10], and a number of machine 
learning methods can be used in recommender frameworks, 
such as deep learning [11-13]. Interest in a certain product 
leading to possible purchase can be determined by asking the 
user explicitly or by observing the user’s interaction implicitly 
and inference. Explicit questioning may disturb natural 
behavior as it exerts and additional burden on the user [14-16] 
so it is mainly useful for gathering learning data. Unobtrusive 
implicit observations are better suited for monitoring subjects 
[17,18]. 

In case of implicit user tracking based on mouse moves 
and keyboard stroke events, commonly used implicit 
feedback indicators concern data such as mouse-move 
distance, scroll distance and certain key inputs. Studies are 
not consistent whether such indicators are always good and 
positive benchmarks of user interest and purchase intent 
[19,20]. 

Customer purchase intention is often affected by the 
attitude toward the purchase of the product driven mainly by 
its relevance to personal interests and the goal of the purchase, 
while also being affected by the external subjective norms 
regarding the purchase such as online feedbacks of a 
reputation system, in which all consumers can share opinions. 
Therefore, apart from easy-to-gather user-website interaction 
data describing user behavior on the website, there is other 
data which could well enhance purchase intent modeling, yet 
a lot of that data is not readily available or measurable, such 
as social influence [21].  

Data obtained from mouse tracking or gaze tracking are 
usually rough in nature. The areas where users interact are not 
very precisely reflected in mouse tracking, less so in eye 
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tracking. Fixation times of multiple subjects can be seen as 
granules, rather than precise times in milliseconds, to allow 
more natural interpretation of the results. Therefore, a fuzzy 
inference approach [22,23] seems natural for analyzing and 
interpreting tracking data, for the purpose of recommender 
optimization. It seems a good question whether this approach 
would allow for acceptable modelling of purchase intent based 
mainly on user-website interaction data.  

Several proposals and implementations are found in 
literature to model intent of purchase using fuzzy logic. Most 
of them refer to the shopping process of certain product groups 
and factors influencing purchase intention, e.g. a study on 
two-wheelers sold in traditional shops [24], which includes a 
survey of fuzzy logic application in customer behavior 
modeling, a study on detecting intentions to purchase in B2C 
websites [25], focusing on technology, shopping, and product 
characteristics [26], or a study on customer involvement for 
selected electronic goods [27].  

We have not come across studies testing the performance 
of fuzzy logic in purchase intent modeling based only on 
human-website interaction data and website characteristics.  

The major contributions of this paper are: fuzzy rule-based 
systems (FRBS) for modeling user purchase intention, which 
can be used to improve the performance of recommender 
systems in e-commerce stores. The new approach is 
demonstrated through the use of implicit mouse and keyboard 
tracking with a browser extension and fuzzy modeling to 
discover relations between user behavior and purchase intent. 
This has the potential to model user purchase intent, and make 
better use of recommendation engines in e-commerce. 

The rest of the article is structured as follows: General 
methodology and related work are presented in Section II. The 
structure of the experiments and empirical results are provided 
in Section III. Results are presented in Section IV, and 
conclusions in Section V. 

II. METHODOLOGY 

The main objective of this study is to present a fuzzy 
approach to product interest modelling to improve the 
effectiveness of e-commerce recommendation engines based 
on user activity data observed thanks to monitoring their 
interactions with website interfaces.  

A popular technique for implicit monitoring of user 
behavior on websites is based on document object model 
(DOM) events model, which allows registering events 
resulting from interacting with the website on client side. The 
technique is called interaction logs and uses back-end 
languages such as Java, .NET and front-end AJAX technology 
and needs to be built into the e-commerce website by their 
developers. Since in the study we examined major e-
commerce sites in Poland, such solution was not feasible for 
practical reasons, e.g. getting the owners’ agreements, 
changing their website, sharing the data. Instead, we decided 
to develop a browser extension (add-on) – e-commerce 
customer preference monitor (ECPM) that allows for implicit 
monitoring of users’ interactions with any existing website. 
With this method, it is possible to observe user behavior 
unobtrusively without any extra attention from them [28]. 

ECPM was built to collect online behavior data [2]. It was 
implemented as an add-on for the Mozilla FireFox browser, 
with the core code detachable and available for external use. 
ECPM gathers data on physical attributes of visited product 
pages and user interactions. It covers many parameters 
connected with the recommender interfaces such as time spent 
inside recommendation zones (mouse inside the zones) or the 
number of characters within recommended products section. 
Other research shows mouse position is quite strongly 
correlated with the eye gaze [29]. Times of mouse cursor 
being certain areas of interest (AOIs) such as the 
recommended products section can be related to other 
measures such as time spent on product page in general and 
page length etc. In this way relative measures were calculated. 

Our aim is to provide e-commerce designers with insights 
on what to look at while developing websites with 
personalized recommendations when only behavioral data are 
available. Since the relations between the website content and 
product interest are not instinctively crisp, and mouse tracking 
data are rough in nature (e.g. a user may keep their cursor 
nearby the area they are looking at), we decided to use fuzzy 
theory in order to model those relations mathematically.  

 Fuzzy methodologies have two crucial features: the 
handling of uncertainty by describing knowledge with fuzzy 
sets and rules, and a good interpretability due to simple 
linguistic rules. In the presented fuzzy approach to modeling 
purchase intent based on DOM events data we will follow 
fuzzy modeling steps described below.  

In this paper we develop two fuzzy rule-based systems, 
one used to explain user behavior, based on the Mamdani 
fuzzy inference (called from now on the Mamdani model), and 
the other employing the Takagi-Sugeno inference to test the 
prediction capabilities (the Sugeno Model). 

For the Mamdani model, first, an induction of fuzzy 
partitions from data is necessary. This step allows defining 
meaningful linguistic variables and memberships of fuzzy sets 
that will be used later in rules generation. To ensure high 
interpretability, opting for strong fuzzy partitions is 
recommended [30]. Then rules from fuzzy partitions data are 
induced. Several induction methods are possible for rule 
induction with partitions previously defined, e.g. fast 
prototyping algorithm (FPA), Wang and Mendel (WM), and 
fuzzy decision trees (FDT) [31]. The knowledge base in the 
form of rules could be further optimized in order to increase 
accuracy while keeping high interpretability previously 
achieved.  

Finally, the obtained knowledge base is evaluated using 
parameters such as accuracy and interpretability. While 
accuracy measures the closeness between the model and real 
data, interpretability is the measure of understating a system 
by analyzing the complexity knowledge base (the simpler the 
system, the more interpretable). Accuracy and interpretability 
have a trade-off relation [32]. 

To perform fuzzy calculations, we used the GUAJE 
software (Generating Understandable and Accurate Fuzzy 
Rule-based Systems in a Java Environment) [33-35] in Expert 
Mode. GUAJE is a user-friendly tool useful to generate and 
refine fuzzy knowledge bases related to specific problems. It 
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implements the fuzzy modeling methodology called HILK 
(Highly Interpretable Linguistic Knowledge).  

For the Takagi-Sugeno fuzzy inference system we use a 
different approach. Namely, first we divide data into a training 
and testing sets using stratified 10-fold cross validation. Next, 
we use fuzzy c-means clustering to derive the initial rules. 
Next, the parameters of the rules were tuned with ANFIS [36]. 
The Sugeno model has been created using the Matlab 
environment.  

III. EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS 

A. Implicit event tracking with ECPM add-on 

The ECPM tool was adjusted for five major Polish online 
stores: Merlin.pl, Agito.pl, Electro.pl, Empik.com and 
Morele.net. From the perspective of assortment at the time of 
the study Agito.pl and Merlin.pl were horizontal shops, 
Empik.com was an online bookstore, whereas Electro.pl and 
Morele.net focused on electronic goods. 

All participants in the study were non-profit volunteers 
who were active web users from Poland. There were 85 
subjects aged between 19 and 33, all holding at least a high 
school degree. A limitation of the study is that the group of 
subjects was not randomly selected and did not constitute a 
representative subset of the whole population.  

The task given to participants was to browse for interesting 
products and rate them. After leaving a product page a rating 
form was displayed, where a user could express the level of 
their product interest and purchase intention. 

The subjects rated 1396 products and all customer 
interactions with websites were monitored with ECPM. User 
activity was monitored at the most granular level. Every 
DOM-fired event connected with mouse and keyboard was 
registered together with detailed information about the source 
element and its position in the structure of a web page. Beside 
this HTML code of every visited product page was collected. 
These data were used to generate parameters related to user 
behavior, which were classified into four groups: describing 
product page attributes (six parameters), describing user 
interactions times (in ms, eight parameters), describing user 
behavior (18 parameters), and finally relative parameters 
describing user behavior (10 parameters). On finishing 
browsing a product, participants were asked to rate their 
interest and purchase intent and declare possible earlier 
familiarity with the product. All extracted features are shown 
in Table I.  

TABLE I.  EXTRACTED FEATURES. 

Parameter Description 

interest  Product interest and purchase intent rating 

familiarity Declared earlier familiarity with the product 

Parameters describing product page attributes 

document_length Number of characters within all texts on the page 

desc_length Number of characters within product description  

review_length Number of characters within product reviews 

recommend_length 
Number of characters within other 
recommended products section 

image_number Number of product images 

page_height Page height in pixels 

Parameters describing user interactions times (in ms) 

page_time Time between page load and page unload 

tab_activ_time 
Time while tab containing particular page is 
active 

user_activ_time 
Time while user is actively interacting with page 
(generating keyboard or mouse events) 

prod_desc_time 
Time while mouse pointer is positioned over 
product description 

prod_recommend_ti
me 

Time while mouse pointer is positioned over 
recommended products section 

prod_review_time 
Time while mouse pointer is positioned over 
product reviews 

prod_image_time 
Time while mouse pointer is positioned over 
product images 

prod_other_time 
Time while mouse pointer is positioned in other 
sections of the webpage 

Parameters describing user behavior 

mouse_distance 
Total distance (in pixels) of mouse pointer 
movement 

horizontal_scroll 
Total distance (in pixels) of horizontal scroll of 
page content 

vertical_scroll 
Total distance (in pixels) of vertical scroll of 
page content 

mouse_clicks 
Total number of mouse clicks regardless which 
mouse key is pressed 

lb_mouse_clicks Total number of left mouse button clicks 

rb_mouse_clicks Total number of right mouse button clicks 

mb_mouse_clicks Total number of middle mouse button clicks 

copycut_action 
Total number of copy/cut actions performed via 
keyboard shortcut 

select_action Total number of page content selection actions 

select_text_size Total number of selected characters 

keydown_single Total number of key single pressing events 

keydown_repeatable Total number of key repeatable pressing events 

find_action 
Total number of find actions performed via 
keyboard shortcut 

print_action 
Total number of print actions performed via 
keyboard shortcut 

bookmark_action 
Total number of bookmarking actions performed 
via keyboard shortcut 

save_action 
Total number of save actions performed via 
keyboard shortcut 

resize_action 
Total number of page resizing actions performed 
via keyboard shortcut 

search_referral 
Boolean value indicating whether search result 
page was source of visit on product page 

Relative parameters describing user behavior 

rel_page_time page_time / document_length 

rel_user_activ_time user_activ_time / document_length 

rel_tab_activ_time tab_activ_time / document_length 

rel_prod_desc_time prod_desc_time / desc_length 

rel_prod_recommen
d_time 

prod_recommend_time / 
recommendation_length 

rel_prod_review_ti
me 

prod_review_time / review_length 

rel_prod_image_tim
e 

prod_image_time / image_number 

rel_mouse_distance mouse_distance / page_height 

rel_vertical_scroll vertical_scroll / page_height 

rel_horizontal_scroll horizontal_scroll / page_width 
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About 50% of the participants rated up to 13 browsed 
products, while the upper quartile rated over 20 products. 
Higher purchase intent ratings (interest variable) were 
provided more often than lower ones. The ratings 1 (lack or 
very low intent), 2, 3, 4 and 5 (very high intent) collected 130, 
180, 325, 346 and 415 votes, respectively. An initial finding 
was that the users gave higher intent ratings to products which 
they were familiar with before participation in the study.   

All the parameters beside binary variable familiarity were 
expressed on a numeric scale and were ranging from fractional 
values to several thousand. Building a model for generalizing 
user interest based on behavioral features expressed in a 
numerical way can result in a precise model. At the same time, 
establishing a sharp division between behavioral features 
which in nature are vague cannot guarantee that the 
discovered model will be easily graspable and usable in 
practice. By converting numerical features into fuzzy, rough 
concept features expressing user-website interactions e.g. total 
distance (in pixels) of vertical scroll of page content can be 
expressed in a more meaningful, interpretable way (low, 
average, large, very large, etc.). 

B. Results of generalizing purchase intent based on fuzzy 

modeling 

In order to build a fuzzy rule-based model for classifying 
purchase intent based on the observed interaction data we 
performed the following steps.  

 In the first step, data have been cleaned. Data collected 
from users least engaged in the study users, and thus the least 
reliable, have been removed. Only events collected from the 
participants who rated at least twenty products have been used 
since it was felt that users who rated a higher number of 
products better simulated the real behavior of customers. The 
resulting set consisted of 768 rows. Interest mark variable (in 
short: mark) reflects the level of purchase intent transformed 
onto a fuzzy scale consisting of two sets: low (interest 1 or 2) 
and high (interest 3, 4 or 5). This number of sets has been 
selected due to the requirements of many recommendation 
algorithms, which take user rating as input commonly on a 
binary scale.  

As the next stage of the cleaning process 154 rows 
(roughly 20 percent) containing significant outlier values for 
input features have been removed and, as a result, the final set 
consisted of 614 cases. As the method for detecting outliers, 
isolation forest has been used [37]. The algorithm of isolation 
forest separates observed cases by randomly selecting both a 
feature and a split value between the maximum and the 
minimum values for a given feature. The number of splits 
required to separate a sample is equivalent to the path length 
from the root node to the terminating node because recursive 
partitioning can be represented as tree structure. The length of 
this path, averaged over a forest of all random trees, is a 
measure of normality and serves as a decision function. By 
using random partitioning, received paths for anomalies are 
much shorter. Thus, when a forest of random trees collectively 
produce shorter path lengths for particular samples, they are 
highly likely to be anomalies. The amount of contamination 
of the data set, i.e. the proportion of outliers in the data set, is 
used when fitting to define the threshold on the scores of the 
samples. 

In the next step of pre-processing, data feature selection 
has been performed in order to reduce the number of features 
to ten, being more adequate for fuzzy rules generation, which 
can be interpreted by humans. Feature selection was based on 
the popular C4.5 algorithm introduced by Quinlan [38]. From 
two features relating to the same measure, original and 
relative, we have included one with higher information gain.  

As a result, ten most informative features have been 
selected for fuzzy modelling procedure ordered with 
decreasing feature importance (measured with information 
gain ratio): rel_user_activ_time, rel_vertical_scroll, 
prod_review_time, mouse_distance, review_length, tab_ 
activ_time, mouse_clicks, page_height, rel_prod_image_ 
time, prod_recommend_time. 

C. Inducing fuzzy partitions for input features for the 

Mamdani model 

In the first step every input variable has been fuzzified 
with automatic induction of partitions. A great variety of 
validity indices have been proposed for fuzzy clustering, yet 
there is no universal index able to recognize the optimal 
number of clusters for various data sets [39-41]. We have 
considered three well established methods for inducing 
partitions from data: regular partitions, hierarchical fuzzy 
partitioning (HFP) and k-means. For all variables numerical 
distance was used for inducing partitions with all methods. 

The first method creates standardized uniform strong 
fuzzy partitions. HFP is an ascending procedure, where at 
each step, for each given variable, two fuzzy sets are merged. 
The HFP algorithm discovers the high concentrated data areas 
by the agglomerative hierarchical clustering method, analyzes 
and merges the data areas, and then uses the evaluation 
function to find the optimum clustering scheme [42]. K-means 
method for inducing partitions uses a well-known clustering 
method of the same name. The center of the cluster defines the 
position where membership function is equal to one, while the 
other centers accordingly limit the support of that fuzzy set. 

Decision which method (HFP or k-means) to use for a 
given input variable and how many number of fuzzy sets 
(clusters) to generate is one of the most difficult tasks in fuzzy 
sets induction. We have executed clustering algorithms 
several times with different numbers of clusters, ranging from 
one to nine, and then selected optimal shapes and numbers of 
clusters based on best index value of three metrics: Partition 
Coefficient, Partition Entropy and Chen Index, described in 
short below. 

The Partition Coefficient (PC) proposed by Dunn [43] 
measures how close the fuzzy solution is to the corresponding 
hard solution. The hard solution is constructed by classifying 
each object into the cluster which has the largest membership. 
According to the formula for Dunn’s PC (1), where k is the 
number of clusters, uik is the membership degree of data in 
cluster, and n is the number of observations, the coefficient 
ranges from 1/k to 1. Its value is 1/k when all memberships are 
equal to 1/k. Its value is 1 when for each object the value of 
one membership is unity and the rest are zero. 
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The Partition Entropy (PE) proposed by Bezdek [44] is a 
simply index based on fuzzy membership values of fuzzy 
partitions and its formula is defined as (2). 

 �� = � �


�∑ ∑ ���������������

���
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The Chen index (Ch) [45] is defined as follows (3) and is 
an effective fuzzy partition measure as cluster validity 
criterion associated with fuzzy c-means algorithm. 
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The results of partition induction for every input variable 
obtained with GUAJE are presented in Table II, where PN is 
the partitions number. For the majority of variables k-means 
partitioning method was finally applied with three partitions. 
Histograms and fuzzy partitions of three most important 
variables are presented in Figures 1-3. 

 
Fig. 1. Histogram and fuzzy subsets for input variable rel_verticall_scroll. 

 
Fig. 2. Histogram and fuzzy subsets for input variable rel_user_activ_time. 

TABLE II.  VARIABLES FUZZY PARTITIONS WITH VALUES OF 

EVALUATION INDICES. 

Variable Partition 

induce 

method 

PN PC PE Ch 

rel_user_activ_time k-means 3 .799 .303 .802 

rel_vertical_scroll k-means 3 .815 .276 .818 

prod_review_time k-means 3 .981 .031 .982 

mouse_distance k-means 3 .807 .292 .810 

review_length k-means 3 .932 .113 .939 

tab_activ_time k-means 3 .801 .301 .806 

mouse_clicks k-means 5 .849 .234 .891 

page_height k-means 3 .835 .249 .754 

rel_prod_image_tim
e 

regular 2 .965 .064 .956 

prod_recommend_ti
me 

HFP 3 .950 .081 .954 

 

 

Fig. 3. Histogram and fuzzy subsets for input variable mouse_distance. 

D. Fuzzy rules generation for the Mamdani model 

In order to generate fuzzy rules, we used the fuzzy 
decision trees (FDT) algorithm. FDT sorts inputs according to 
their importance with the goal of minimizing entropy, the 
same as in C4.5 algorithm proposed by Quinlan [38]. In the 
next step, FDT translates a tree into a quite general incomplete 
rules set, due to considering only a subset of input variables.  

For purchase intent rule generation, we have set the 
following parameters of the FDT algorithm: Maximum tree 
depth: 7; Minimum significant level which is the minimum 
matching degree for an item to be considered as belonging to 
the node: 0.2; Leaf minimum cardinality: 10. Tolerance 
threshold which represents the tolerance on the matching 
degree to the node majority class: 0.1; Minimum 
entropy/deviance gain: 0.001; Coverage threshold: 0.9; Prune: 
enabled; Split whole subtree/leaf: enabled. 

 As the intermediate result, the FDT algorithm produced 
371 rules. After pruning, a fuzzy model with 120 rules was 
generated. To reduce the complexity of the resulting fuzzy 
model without decreasing its accuracy, we applied the 
simplification process to the fuzzy rules. Optimization was 
performed as a cyclical process containing two steps: rule base 
simplification and data base reduction. During the 
optimization, unused labels were removed and adjacent labels 
were used together. After the simplification process, we 
obtained a fuzzy model consisting of 42 rules with 100% 
coverage characterized by the following metrics: accuracy = 
65.3%, error cases (EC) = 208, ambiguity cases (AC total) = 
45, ambiguity cases error (AC error) = 13, mean square 
classification error = 0.084 and zero unclassified cases (UC). 

 Confusion matrix reveals that predicting low purchase 
intention has a higher precision but lower sensitivity than 
predicting high purchase intention (Table III). The F-measure 
shown is a harmonic mean of the precision and recall. 
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TABLE III.  CONFUSION MATRIX WITH ACCURACY METRICS FOR THE 

MAMDANI MODEL. 

Interest 

mark 
TP FP TN FN Precision  Sensitivity F-measure 

low 111 30 290 183 0.787 0.378 0.51 

high 290 183 111 30 0.613 0.906 0.731 

   

 Due to the limited range of the training data available, and 
a high number of resulting rules, some of them are not very 
promising, which shows that extra features, in particular other 
than coming from human-website interaction, could be useful 
for enhanced fuzzy modeling. Ten rules with the highest 
weights are presented in Table IV. Thanks to the granular 
approach, rules are easy explainable and understandable by 
humans. For example, rule 3 shows that even high 
review_length with low rel_user_activ_time and low 
tab_activ_time will result in a low level of purchase intent. If 
prod_review_time is high and rel_user_activ time is average 
and page_height is average, then we may assume a high level 
of purchase intent (rule 5).  

TABLE IV.  TEN HEAVIEST FUZZY RULES IN THE MAMDANI MODEL. 

No.  Rule Weight 

1 IF mouse_clicks is very high AND 
rel_user_activ_time is average AND page_height is 
low THEN mark is low  

0.35556 

2 IF review_length is low AND rel_user_activ_time is 
low AND tab_activ_time is low THEN mark is low  

0.29630 

3 IF review_length is high AND rel_user_activ_time is 
low AND tab_activ_time is low THEN mark is low  

0.29630 

4 IF prod_review_time is high AND 
rel_user_activ_time is average AND page_height is 
high THEN mark is low  

0.29630 

5 IF prod_review_time is high AND 
rel_user_activ_time is average AND page_height is 
average THEN mark is high  

0.29630 

6 IF mouse_clicks is high AND mouse_distance is high 
AND rel_user_activ_time is low AND tab_activ_time 
is average THEN mark is low  

0.23704 

7 IF mouse_clicks is very low AND rel_user_activ_time 
is high AND tab_activ_time is high AND 
prod_recommend_time is low THEN mark is low  

0.23704 

8 IF mouse_clicks is high AND mouse_distance is low 
AND rel_user_activ_time is low AND tab_activ_time 
is average THEN mark is high  

0.23704 

9 IF review_length is average AND mouse_clicks is low 
OR average AND rel_user_activ_time is low AND 
tab_activ_time is low THEN mark is low  

0.17778 

10 IF mouse_clicks is average OR high AND 
rel_user_activ_time is high AND tab_activ_time is 
high AND prod_recommend_time is low THEN mark 
is low  

0.17778 

   

 There are 42 rules and 206 premises in total, which 
accounts to a very high rule base structural dimension score 
equal one. All of the rules have three or more out of total 
number of ten inputs, which results in a very high rule base 
structural complexity measure equal one. There are ten inputs 
and 38 labels used in the rule base, which accounts to a very 
high rule base conceptual dimension score equal one. The 
percentage of elementary labels used in the rule base is 71%, 
which is rather a good measure. The percentage of OR 
composite labels used in the rule base is only 7.9%, while 
NOT operator is used only in 21% of rules. Rule base 

conceptual complexity index is only 0.179. Overall rule based 
structural and conceptual assessment scores are very high as 
they both equal one. The total number of labels defined in the 
knowledge base is only 32, which together with partition 
interpretability result in very high data base interpretability 
score equal one [46,47]. As a result of strict criteria, overall 
rules interpretability index is very low equal zero. But from 
the human perspective, the results of the most important rules 
are quite easily interpretable. Five most important rules 
consist only of three input variables from total ten inputs, then 
three rules consist of four inputs and only two rules consist of 
five input variables. The number of inputs in ten rules with the 
highest weight is still rather low and results in good 
comprehension. 

 The number of rule pairs which can be fired at the same 
time is equal to 580. The number of rule trios in the same 
situation is equal to 3945, whereas the number of rule sets (4 
or more rules) which can be fired at the same time is equal to 
722056, which overall constitutes a rather low local 
explanation index equal 0.25. 

 Theoretically, the interpretability index is very low, but 
compared to the complexity of rules and models generated 
with other machine learning algorithms (e.g. decision trees, 
neural networks), 42 rules with 38 labels constitute an 
acceptable base. 

 It needs to be emphasized that the generated fuzzy rule-
based system can serve only as an evaluation of user behavior 
and purchase intent phenomenon. Due to the limited amount 
of data which well simulated the real behavior of customers, 
no data split for training and testing was performed. Therefore, 
the system cannot be used as a prediction tool extrapolated 
onto an unknown data realm. Therefore, we are aware that this 
is only a preliminary verification of the fuzzy approach to 
model purchase intent based on user tracking for e-commerce 
recommenders, in particular whether this approach may 
provide actionable, comprehensible insight. 

E. Results for the Sugeno model 

 We have also generated the Sugeno model with two rules 
based on the same data. The average accuracy on the test data 
set based on the 10-fold stratified cross-validation is 0.58, 
while Kappa statistics is 0.15, which means that the obtained 
model is better than a random one. The average F1 score for 
interest mark low is 0.52, while for interest mark high is 0.62.  

 Below we present the best model (for one partition), with 
accuracy of 0.72 and Kappa of 0.44. The rules of the model 
are shown below, and we show also one membership value for 
variable mouse_distance (Figure 4). This membership is a 
result of fitting a Gaussian membership function to the cluster 
membership values, obtained by k-means clustering. 

If review_length is cl1,1 and mouse_clicks is cl1,2 and 
prod_review_time is cl1,3 and mouse_distance is cl1,4 and 
rel_user_activ_time is cl1,5 and rel_prod_image_time is cl1,6 
and rel_vertical_scroll is cl1,7 and page_height is cl1,8 and 
tab_activ_time is cl1,9 and prod_recommend_time is cl1,10 then 
interest mark is 0.08 x review_length + 0.18 x mouse_distance 
- 0.29 x rel_prod_image_time + 0.55 x prod_recommend_ 
time.  
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 If review_length is cl2,1 and mouse_clicks is cl2,2 and 
prod_review_time is cl2,3 and mouse_distance is cl2,4 and 
rel_user_activ_time is cl2,5 and rel_prod_image_time is cl2,6 
and rel_vertical_scroll is cl2,7 and page_height is cl2,8 and 
tab_activ_time is cl2,9 and prod_recommend_time is cl2,10 then 
interest mark is 0.03 x review_length + 0.11 x mouse_distance 
+ 0.09 x rel_prod_image_time + 0.55 x prod_recommend_ 
time.  

 

Fig. 4. Membership function for mouse_distance. 

 Naturally, those rules are more difficult to interpret than 
the rules of the Mamdani model, yet the predictive quality of 
this model is better. Figure 5 shows the surface visualization 
for the Sugeno model, where interesting saddle type behavior 
can be observed.  

 

Fig. 5. Surface view for the Sugeno model. Review_length (in1) vs 
prod_review_time (in 3) . 

IV. CONCLUSIONS 

Recommender systems are commonly used to attract 
attention of customers towards products being in line with 
their preferences, and are supposed to result in higher 
conversion rates, purchase volumes and client retention. In 
this paper, a fuzzy rule-based system has been developed as 
an attempt for modeling purchase intent useful in developing 
personalized recommender systems in e-commerce stores. 

The decision making of shopping online has a lot of 
subjectivity and requires a competent model to implement it. 
The application of computational intelligence is a good idea 
to develop an interpretable model. In this paper, a fuzzy model 
was proposed to implement purchase intent assessment of 
major e-commerce shops in Poland. Ten important parameters 
were used in this decision making.  

We have created two models, the Mamdani model, with 
the purpose to explain the user behavior, and the Sugeno 
model to test the prediction capabilities. For the Mamdani 

model, most of the parameters’ values translated into three 
fuzzy sets (low, average, high), which allows for easy 
understandability. As a final result, 42 rules were generated 
with 100% coverage and accuracy on a training test of 65.3%.  
The interpretability index is very low, yet compared to the 
complexity of rules and models generated with other machine 
learning algorithms (e.g. decision trees, neural networks) the 
result of 42 rules with 38 fuzzy labels is acceptable. It is worth 
noting that the most important rules use low number of input 
variables ranging from three for rules with the highest weights 
to five for two rules with the lowest weight. The low 
interpretability may result from too low scale of the study. 
Repeating the study at a larger scale for a longer period would 
give as better understanding of factors indicating purchase 
intent in e-commerce stores. However, due to the high number 
of explanatory variables involved in our work, it may be 
inevitable that many rules will still be fired simultaneously. 
For the Sugeno model, 10-fold stratified cross-validation 
accuracy is 0.58, which is satisfactory, considering the fact 
that it was based only on behavioral data gathered with 
ECPM. The average F1 score for interest mark high was better 
than for interest mark low (0.62 vs. 0.52). 

In future research, we are planning to perform a larger-
scale study of factors indicating product interest and purchase 
intent in cooperation with e-commerce stores. We are going 
to extend the number of factors which could explain purchase 
intentions in a wider way. We plan to include features 
reflecting not only behavioral data from mouse or eye 
tracking, but also sources which brought a customer to the 
shop (e.g. search engine advertisement, price comparer) and 
information describing the products themselves such as price, 
price comparison to other products, discount 
percentage/promotion, novelty (number of days in the offer or 
on the market), availability level etc. We plan to observe 
additional transaction-related actions such as adding product 
to a wish list. Those features should let us improve the 
understanding of key elements indicating intent toward 
product purchase and possibly obtain better modeling results. 
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